
Student Observer:

Course and section #:

Child’s Initials:

Date of Birth:

Age in ____Years ____Months

(Ex., 4 years 6 months)

Location of Observation:

Date(s)/Time/Duration of Observation:

Four year old

BEHAVIOR Y/N
Did the child 
demonstrate 
the behavior 
(Y), attempt but 
not 
successfully 
demonstrate 
the behavior 
(N)

Comments
What did you observe that led you to select 
Y/N?

What did the parent or teacher report?

Motor Development
Walks a straight line (this can be 
measured by placing tape or a 
chalk line on the floor)

Y ERS  demonstrated for the pediatrician at last 
well-visit. 

Hops on one foot Y ERS  demonstrated for the pediatrician at last 
well-visit. 

Can pedal and steer a wheeled 
toy, such as a tricycle, with ease.

Y ERS  demonstrated for the pediatrician at last 
well-visit. 



Is able to climb up and down 
various playground equipment 
including jungle gyms and ladders

Y ERS  climbs up and down the ladder on the 
play equipment in her yard. 

Jumps over an object that is 5-6 
inches in height landing with both 
feet together.

Y ERS  demonstrated for the pediatrician at last 
well-visit. 

Exhibits agility in running by 
starting, stopping, and avoiding 
obstacles in his/her path

Y ERS demonstrates this when playing outside 
at her house. 

Throws a ball overhand in the 
right direction of his/her intended 
target

Y ERS can throw balls overhead toward her 
intended target.

Stacks 10 or more 1 inch blocks Y ERS can stack more than 10 blocks. 



Is able to mold clay to create 
shapes and objects

Y ERS plays with play dough often and creates 
different shapes and objects. 

Can write / draw simple shapes 
and letters (such as those found 
in his/her name)

Y ERS draws simple shapes and letters. 

Holds a crayon, marker, pencil, or 
pen using a tripod grasp

Y ERS typically uses a tripod grasp when 
drawing or coloring.  

Is able to string small beads on a 
string

Y ERS can string beads and does so to make 
jewelry often. 

Preceptual-Cognitive 
Development
Stacks at least five graduated 
cubes from largest to smallest

Y ERS can complete this task - demonstrated 
for observer. 

Builds a pyramid of six blocks Y ERS can complete this task - demonstrated 
for observer. 

When presented with two words 
he/she is able to tell you if the 
words sound the same or 
different (cat – sat, mine – fine)

Y ERS has recently started talking about words 
that Rhyme. 

Names 18-20 uppercase letters Y ERS can name and identify all letters of the 
alphabet. 

Can print several letters Y ERS can print a number of uppercase letters. 

Can write his/her own name N ERS Can write her name with support from 
an adult, or her sister telling her what letters 
to write. 

Recognizes some printed words Y ERS recognizes her name and her sisters 
name when printed. 

Is beginning to read simple words 
in books

N ERS has not yet started identifying simple 
words. 

Chooses books about how things 
grow and operate

N ERS currently chooses books about 
dinosaurs whenever possible. 



Creates and participates in 
making up and using made up or 
silly language

Y ERS often plays make believe and uses 
made up language when doing so.  

Demonstrates understanding of 
size and quantity concepts 
(tallest, biggest, more…)

Y ERS understands differences in quantities.  
She often talks about more or less.  

Can count to 20 Y ERS can count to 20.  

Understands that numbers 
represent something 

Y ERS understands the relationship between 
numbers and quantities. 

Demonstrates time awareness by 
following and understanding the 
sequence of the day (wake up, 
get dressed, eat breakfast, get on 
the bus)

Y ERS follows a morning and night routine 
every day regularly. 

Sorts objects (classification) by 
size and shape

Y ERS can sort items by size and shape.  

Speech and Language  
Development
Uses the prepositions on, in, and 
under correctly

Y ERS often uses these words to describe the 
location of items. 

Correctly uses possessives Y ERS often uses possessive words in her 
daily conversation. 

Answers simple questions 
(Whose? Who? Why? How 
Many?)

Y ERS can answer all of these questions. 

Uses multiple word, elaborate, 
sentences.

Y ERS uses very elaborate language in her 
daily speech.  

His/Her speech is intelligible to 
everyone

Y ERS is easily understood by other children 
and adults. 

Uses simple past tense verbs Y ERS uses past tense verbs regularly. 



Tells stories and refers to people / 
objects that are not present and/
or activities that happened in the 
past

Y ERS can tell stories about things that 
happened in the past.  

Adapts language, voice, and 
complexity of sentence structure 
for listener (“mommy bye bye” 
when speaking to a baby. “my 
mommy went to work” when 
speaking to a teacher)

Y ERS does this.  When pretending to be a 
baby she uses “baby talk” and when talking 
normally she doesn’t use that kind of voice. 

Is able to tell you information 
about him/herself including first 
and last name, , names of family 
members, and phone number

Y ERS can recite her full name, and the full 
name of all people in her family.  She knows 
her address and one parent’s phone number. 

Correctly responds when asked 
what to do when you are “hungry” 
“tired” “cold” etc

Y ERS responds to these questions correctly.  

Recites / Sing simple songs and 
rhymes

Y ERS often sings simple songs and rhymes.

Social-Emotional Development
Teachers and parents describe 
him/her as outgoing and friendly 

Y ERS is described as a friendly, personable 
child by her teachers.  

Exhibits drastic mood swings 
(rapid and often unpredictable) 

Y ERS does often have big mood swings if 
something doesn’t go her way, etc. 

Has imaginary friends – talks and 
plays with them (self-talk)

N ERS has not shown evidence of having 
imaginary friends. 

Is beginning to explore the use of 
“bathroom talk” for humor and 
attention

Y ERS often uses “bathroom words” and thinks 
they are hilarious.  

Participates in group activities 
including make believe and role 
playing

Y ERS engages in make believe and role 
playing in groups when possible. 

Shows pride in accomplishments; 
often seeks out adult approval

Y ERS is often very proud of her work, and 
shows it to her parents or teachers.  



Frequently “tattles” on classmates Y ERS often tattles on her sister if her sister 
does something she thinks is wrong.  

Prefers to complete tasks 
independently

Y ERS is very independent, often stating, “I can 
do it myself” about different jobs or tasks.  

Becomes frustrated when faced 
with challenges or problems

Y ERS often becomes frustrated when she 
finds a task difficult.  She takes piano lessons 
and when the lesson gets hard, she often 
gets upset.  

Exhibits aggression toward other 
children in the form of 
verbalizations rather than 
physical acts (yelling rather than 
hitting)

N ERS still uses her body to show her anger 
towards her sibling. 

Excludes other children from his/
her play – can often be hurtful in 
the form of name calling or 
taunting

Y ERS can sometimes be hurtful to those she 
is playing with (these days mostly her sister) 
and calls her names when angry. 

Is beginning to have “best friends” Y ERS calls her sister and her cousins her best 
friends.  

Brief summary of what you observed (paragraph describing child’s areas of strengths and weaknesses; suggested activity):


